PARENT OUTLINE

Literacy

Key Routines

Key text ‘Hot Like Fire’
- explore through talk, reading, writing, drawing
and drama
- present understandings in writing, drawing and
performance

Monday: Apple – Bring PE KIT. Walnut –
Bring swimming kit
Tuesday:
Wednesday: Homework returned

Pupils will have key experiences by
-Raising questions,
-Reading and listening
-Drama and freeze frames
-Writing in role

Thursday: Walnut– Bring PE kit, Apple – Bring
swimming kit
Friday: New homework set

Key Dates
This is a poetry book which we hope to use to
support us writing our own poem. We will start
writing ‘shape poems’ first.

24th April 2015 -3 Apple Class Assembly at
10.45am

Homework

Numeracy
We will cover a range of topics in our Maths
Mastery lessons.
For example :
Understanding the relationship between
multiplication and division

Homework set every Friday.

Working out facts using inverse

Work with your child when doing the homework,

Homework returned on a Wednesday.

How you can help your child at home
and give feedback on this.

Using array models to prove

(A small comment at the bottom – this lets us
know that your child was supported at home and

Revising the 6 and 8 times table

gives instant feedback to your child.)

Our maths target is to count in multiples of 100
and find 10 more or 10 less.

Ensure your child is reading their Accelerated
Reading Book daily and returning their book.
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Year 3
3 Apple & 3 Walnut
Summer Term 2015
1st Half
Staff in Class
Afet Nasif & Danielle Paul
(Class Teachers)

Stella Namakula & Michelle
Williams (Teaching Assistants)

PARENT OUTLINE

In Science, we’ll be finding out:


About plants in our local area



What plants need in order to
grow

Science – Let’s Plant it!
Milepost 2 – Summer Term 1

In Geography, we’ll be finding out:


Where the plants we eat come from

Year 3



How to grow a flowering plant

In International, we’ll be finding out:



About local food chains





Why plants have leaves



About the life cycle of a plant

About cash crops

In Technology, we’ll be finding out:


How to make a garden obelisk

